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With Locations Throughout

The Twin Cities, Chances 

Are We’re Close By.

All offices are conveniently located near 
major freeways and offer free parking.

651.647.1900 phone
651.647.1861 fax
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Helping People Achieve Change

❯	 Saint Paul
❯	 Burnsville
❯	 Lake Elmo
❯	 Saint Louis Park
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	Text2:     This series is open to adults, ages 18 and    up, interested in learning more or     bettering themselves.
	Text3: When:    Saturdays January 26th and                February 2nd: 9:00 AM-12:00 PM Where:  14300 Nicollet Court                 Suite 130                Burnsville, Minnesota 55306                 Cost:       $200 / private pay  Register:  Call to register and make                   payment at 651-647-1900  Questions: Reach out to Catherine atCMollner@MidWestCenter4U.com   Each class has 60-75 minutes of formal lecture and handouts, then 15-30 minutes for participant questions. Participants are invited to send questions in between classes.
	Text1:   What I Didn't Know Then…It's Not Too Late  A Post Induction Therapy Psycho-Educational Series by Catherine Mollner, MA, LP, SEP       This 4-session series will help you understand how your earlier life experience affects your current life and promote strategies to heal and gain freedom.   
	Text4: Session 1 - January 26th Value - Learn how to connect to the truth of your inherent value and distinguish it from the tyranny of hustling to gather worth externally.  This relates to self-love.  Only from this deep acknowledgment of our innate worth do we have a sense of our own fullness of being.  Boundaries - Learn a system of boundaries that will help you protect yourself while also learning how to not be offensive to others.  Learn strategies to filter other's thoughts, feelings, and expressions by determining what is true for you and keep out what is not true for you while staying out of a power struggle. 
	Text5: Session 2 - January 26th Reality - Learn about the connection  between thoughts, emotions and behavior.  Identify how distorted thought patterns contribute to misery and learn strategies to live more in truth than in lies.  Practice scanning and asking “what is going on in my body (senses), emotions (feelings), thoughts and behavior?"  This strategy is about self-awareness.  Before we can intervene on ourselves, we need to know what is going on within us.  Self-Care - We will discuss how to tend to our needs and ask for help when we need it.  We will also talk about the importance of cultivating joy through meeting some of our wants.   
	Text6: Session 3 - February 2nd  Moderation - This issue is about balance, and relates to appropriate self-discipline.  We learn to filter our spontaneity so that we do not overwhelm or overpower others.  Learn how the issues of value, boundaries, reality, self-care and moderation are connected.  Practice operating from an adult ego state.   Session 4 - February 2nd Your History is Showing - Why we can know better but struggle to do better.  We will discuss strategies for Surfing the Wave of Activation and Accessing the Functional Adult.


